
Let’s repeat!

Blue     

Yellow

Red

Brown

Black

Purple

Green

Orange



Is it…..?  - Yes, it is/ No, it isn’t. It is ……
► Brown?

Red?

Green? Blue?

Black?



It is a ….

1) …. rabbit

2) …..cat 

4) …. horse

7) …. radio

6)…..dog 

5) …. snake

3) …. elephant

8) …. table

8) …. chair



What can you see?

I see a …



What’s wrong?

1) a brown cat, a white cat, a green cat 

2) a yellow horse, a black horse, a brown horse

3) a black sheep, a red sheep, a white sheep

4)  a yellow apple, a green apple, a white apple

5) a red ant, a yellow ant, a brown ant

6)  a white chick, a purple chick, a brown chick



How many pencils?



What’s this? It’s a tree house!

What’s this? It’s a chair! 

What’s this? It’s a 
bed!



https://wordwall.net/resource/1273858/how-many

https://wordwall.net/resource/7061133/how-many



garden bedroom bathroom

kitchen living room





Where’s Mummy?- She’s in the bedroom.

Where’s Mummy?- She’s in the kitchen.

Where’s Mummy?- She’s in the living room.

Where’s Mummy?- She’s in the bathroom.

Where’s Mummy?- She’s in the garden.

Where’s Daddy?- He’s in the garden.

Where’s Daddy?- He’s in the living room.

Where’s Daddy?- He’s in the bathroom.

Where’s Daddy?- He’s in the kitchen.
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living room
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kitchen



5 / 13

bedroom



6 / 13

bathroom



CHECKNEXT



CHECKNEXT



CHECKNEXT



CHECKNEXT



he she

he she

is



they

they
are



I am

is



I

He

She

It

am

is

is

is

They are

I am a boy.

He is a boy.

She is a girl.

It is a dog.

They are dogs.



1) I            in the garden.

2) He               in the kitchen.

3) They                 in the bathroom.

4) Daddy                  in the living room.

5) It                in the bedroom.

am

is

are

is

is

am
is

are



► https://wordwall.net/resource/790933/am

► https://wordwall.net/resource/1664821/am


